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Among the several 
highways/expressways 
that connect Delhi to 
cities — Meerut &amp; 
Hapur (NH-24), Jaipur 
(NH-8), Panipat (NH-
l) and Agra (Yamuna 
Expressway and NH-2) 
— NH-24 is probably the 
most densely populated 
as there are several small 
cities along the corridor. 
Providing access to Ghaziabad, Noida and Greater Noida, the road, once 
fully developed, will connect up to Meerut and Hapur and is set to be a 
very busy stretch. Therefore, widening of the expressway will only act as 
a catalyst for real estate demand and development on both sides of the 
road in the future. This stretch of road suffers from nightmarish traffic 
jams everyday- widening it will answer the daily commuters prayers.

The widening of  
NH-24 to be the 

end of the Greater 
Noida-Hapur route 

commuter’s daily 
troubles.

The alignment of Delhi-Meerut 
Expresssway will start from 

Nizamuddin Bridge (T point km 00.00) 
in Delhi and will continue on the 

existing NH-24 up to Dansa (Km 30.38) 

From DASNA, there will be a 
completely new alignment up to 

Meerut. The alignment will terminate 
on inner ring road/Meerut bypass near 

Railway crossing (KM 66) at Meerut.

348.6 Hectares is the total land 
required for three packages, and 

343.36 hectares has already been 
acquired.

Rs 2,809.6 Crore is the estimated cost 
to complete three of the project’s four 
packages. The first three packages are 

Nizamuddin Bridge to UP Border, UP 
Border to Dasna and Dasna to Hapur. The 

fourth package will be a new alignment 
of Delhi Meerut Expressway from Dasna 

to Meerut and six-lane connector.

The 87 Km project besides 9 Km 
connector will have 6 lane expressway 

& 4+4 lane highway, service  roads, 
cycle tracks, flyovers elevated sections, 

major and minor bridges, railway over 
bridges, vehicular underpasses and 

pedestrian underpasses.
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Picture above: (Clockwise from top left) Traffic jams take hours to clear on 
the NH-24. Map showing the NH-24 will provide a new lease of life to all 
real estate destinations along the road. The widening of road will also result 
into realignment as the travel time will reduce significantly and therefore 
will allow people to move away from the cities." says a realtor.
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“If you educate a man you educate an individual, but if 
you educate a woman you educate a family (nation)”

oman is the most beautiful creation 
of God. She is not only a creator and 
preserver of values, but also passes 
them to the next generation. It has 
been rightly said –‘If you educate a 
man you educate an individual, but if 

you educate a woman you educate a family (nation).’ She is that 
divine glue which binds the whole family in the roles of mother, wife, 
sister and daughter. 

Heading an academic institute and proud to have one headed by 
my daughter, it is indeed a great pleasure to write this article for all 
my brave girls, dynamic and intellectual female staff. It is all the more 

overwhelming and indeed a blessing to have the opportunity to 
groom and educate the young generation girls and preparing them 
for nation building. 

The institute is powered by the most dedicated and dynamic 
women staff holding all important positions. Our girl students are 
coordinators of various academic and cultural committees and take 
part in several sports and extracurricular activities.  The institute 
never tires of providing the best of facilities for girls and investing 
more in upcoming ventures. 
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T
he cultural values of a nation and society are reflected through its festivals, 
representing unity, equality and fraternity. Similarly, the cultural heritage of 
an institution is reflected through its academic and cultural events, fests and 
social initiatives. What can be more fulfilling and thrilling for an author or 
writer than seeing his/her creation growing and flourishing day by day?

In addition to a monthly theme that unites the entire campus fraternity and represents the 
common voice, we have devoted a special space for students ‘students’ corner’. Along with 
management, students and faculty, we also dedicated one memorable chapter to our non-
teaching staff, the real heroes!

Now, the month of March came marching forward and marking a special day on the 
calendar ‘Women’s Day’! This volume of newsletter is dedicated to our dynamic women of 
the institute, representing ‘Women- the power pillars’. Hence, the cover page is all radiant 
with some of our ‘power pillars’ who are an insatiable part of the institute. In keeping with 
this theme, an article on ‘Wo (men) Re(defined)’ has been contributed by Vhuyashi Das. 
Similarly, the students’ corner has been replaced with girls’ corner, highlighting the power 
roles of our girls in academics and cultural domains, writers, speakers, coordinators etc.

However, the serious concern is that this letter will fall short of the news of our powerful 
personalities. n

—Bharti Shokeen                                                                                   

	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 E d i t o r ’ s 	 D e s k
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W
hen gender equality takes a beating, 
Tennyson’s lines prophecies the 
bitter truth of a woman’s position as 
laid down by society.  Not very long 
ago, we were witness to a beautiful 

celebration - of struggle, hope and initiation of womanhood 
in the month of March on International Women’s Day.

Although the timeline of women’s achievement has been 
hopeful and positive though sporadic at times, there are 
still so many issues that unjustly impact girls and women. 
The basic right to education is one of them wherein lies a 
wide gap between a girl’s and a male’s perspective towards 
education.

An African proverb states boldly and sensibly,

If you educate a man you educate an individual, but if you 
educate a woman you educate a family (nation).

Woman has been considered as “Paraya dhan” under typical 
conservative lenses and has been raised and treated so. This 
very mentality fosters an upbringing of a breed of women 
only for household chores depriving them from a real-time 
education.  This further breaks the confidence of the women 
involved and they turn up into weaklings – too weak to fight 
even for their own birth-rights.

Girls are asked to have ambition but when they enter 
womanhood a “lakshman rekha” is carved to indicate 
the degree of freedom they must have and are accorded 
by the society. They can’t be more successful than their 
male counterparts nor can they pride themselves as being 
independent in front of the society. 

We must take a cue from new age educators like Malala 
Yousafzai who almost didn’t survive the bullets that nearly 
infiltrated her head only because she dared to dream, a 

dream which she tried to make possible by being genuinely 
involved in advocating for girls’ rights to learn. The Taliban 
hated her just because the young student championed girls’ 
education.

However, we as responsible, sensible and sensitive educators 
need to challenge the very foundation of this consciousness.  
As having the privilege of being educated, we as educators, 
teachers, mentors, guide and administrators must work in 
conjunction with the communities and with and outside one’s 
society to help girls and women alike to learn better and 
effectively in the classroom and beyond.

As the former First Lady of the United States, Michelle 
Obama writes:

“…this issue isn’t just about access to resources like scholarships, 
transportation, and school bathrooms. It’s also very much about 
attitudes and beliefs: the belief that girls should be valued for 
their bodies, not their minds; the belief that girls simply aren’t 
worthy of an education, and their best chance in life is to be 
married off when they’re barely even teenagers and start having 
children of their own.”

In respect to the adage, we have here an educated woman, 
whose life story is as awe-inspiring as her works for the 
emancipation of women education.

 Savitri Bai Phule, one of the earliest educators, who laid the 
foundation stone for India’s first girl’s school, is the backbone 
of inspiration here. The responsibility of an educator in 
a society is manifold, as her life is a tell-tale proof of it. If 
Savitri Phule whose age of existence saw feminism at a very 
nascent stage in India still managed to create an impact as an 
educator, we, with our privileged civilization, can work out 
an even better society which is gender sensitive and where 
equality is given. n

Wo(men) Re(defined)  

	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 A r t i c l e 	 o f 	 t h e 	 M o n t h !

“Man for the field and woman for the hearth:
 Man for the sword and for the needle she:
 Man to command and woman to obey; 
All else confusion”
-The Princess by Lord Tennyson Alfred                    

Vhuyashi Das, Assistant Professor
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	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 A r t i c l e 	 o f 	 t h e 	 M o n t h !

A 
one day workshop on 
‘Stress Management’ was 
conducted on 13th February, 
2017 at Delhi Technical 
Campus, Greater Noida. 

The workshop was organized especially for the 
students of MBA department. The resource 
person for the event was Ms. Rinku Jain, 
Director of International Institute of Career 
Management, New Delhi.

Physical comforts are increasing day by day 
but at the cost of increase in mental stress. 
Students spend most of their time in college. 
Continuous mental work, peer pressure and 
family problems heighten their stress level. Yoga not only 
releases mental stress, but it also gives strength to the body 
and mind. Relaxation & meditation brings sound sleep and 
calmness to the mind.

Around these thoughts, the two hour session began with light 
exercise and some music for the participants. It helped the 
students relax and concentrate which was the mantra for the 
day “Relaxing helps reduce stress”.

Following are the tips given by MS. RINKU JAIN on how to 
maintain a healthier lifestyle and to prepare you to cope with 
the stress of everyday living. 

•	 Structure	each	day	to	include	a	minimum	of	20	minutes	of	
aerobic exercise. 

•	 Eat	well-balanced	meals,	more	whole	grains,	nuts,	fruits	
and vegetables. 

•	 Substitute	fruits	for	desserts.	

•	 Avoid	caffeine.	

•	 Get	at	least	7	hours	of	sleep.	

•	 Spend	time	each	day	with	at	least	one	relaxation	technique	
- imagery, daydreaming, prayer, yoga or meditation. 

•	 Take	a	warm	bath	or	shower.	

•	 Go	for	a	walk.	Get	in	touch!	Hug	someone,	hold	hands,	or	
stroke a pet. Physical contact is a great way to relieve stress.

All of the above tips given in the session seemed very useful 
and efficient to reduce stress. The participants of the workshop 
had a wonderful experience during various practice and 
exercises. There were discussions in between and at the end 
of the session wherein, the doubts and queries of participants 
were resolved.                                                                              

 The session gave the students and the faculty members an 
opportunity to learn how to manage stress in their 
daily lives. n

Workshop on Stress Management

M a n a g e m e n t

A c a d e m i c 	 E v e n t s
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T 
he students of Delhi Technical Campus 
attended an informative session on the topic of 
“Digital Marketing and Social Media”, held on 
11th February, 2017. Nowadays, it is essential 
to	be	digitally	proficient	in	life.	Even	our	Prime	

Minister, Mr. Narendra Modi is promoting and supporting the 
Digital India Scheme. 

Prof. Rohan Ubriani, Founder and CMD of Flame 
Communication Pvt. Ltd. was the resource person for the 
event. He initiated the session with the appealing lines 
that “Facebook was for yesterday, Twitter is for today and 
Instagram is for tomorrow” with the perspective of social 
media. He discussed a few points on how these days people 
use social media not only for entertainment but also for 
gathering information in the form of news, for transactions, for 
personal and business promotions i.e., it portrays a person in 
a far better way by the digital modes than he/she is depicted 
on the paper. He also highlighted that digital marketing 
is spreading like a virus as it is beneficial for the business 
promotions.

Being an MBA student, it becomes essential to know the 
differences between the different marketing theories so that 
we can learn to select the most appropriate tools to use in our 
campaigns. 

Industrial Visit to Anmol Bakers 
Industrial visit has its own importance in the career of a 
student who is pursuing a professional degree. It is considered 
as a part of college curriculum. Therefore, an industrial 
visit to Anmol Bakers Pvt. Ltd. was organized by the MBA 
Department, Delhi Technical Campus, Greater Noida for the 
students on 10th February, 2017 with the objective to provide 
the students an insight regarding internal working of the 
company.

Anmol Bakers is an established brand and a prominent player 
in Biscuits and Confectionary market in India. With a turnover 

of over Rs.1000 crore, Anmol operates with an all-India sales 
network of over 15 lakh retailers and 6,000+ distribution 
channels. 

The main aim of the visit was to provide an exposure to 
students about practical working environment. Students were 
also provided with an opportunity to gain full awareness about 
industrial practices.  The students headed towards the factory 
on the day with one of the faculty members, Mr. Deepak 
Bansal (MBA Department) in the college bus and were 
received by Mr. B. L. Sharma at Anmol Bakers who took the 
students for the tour of the unit after instructing the students to 
keep their bags, watches, and mobiles in a separate room. The 
students were asked to cover their heads with the caps which 
was a prerequisite before entering the manufacturing unit for 
everyone in order to maintain the hygiene and quality. The 
students were divided in two groups before being taken inside 
the manufacturing unit.

The tour gave an insight about step by step process of how 
the biscuits are made with hygiene and quality along with the 
detailed understanding of the process of its packaging. After 
the visit, students were aware about the practical aspects of 
various concepts of operations management along with certain 
distribution strategies and the employee management.

The trip ended well with making the students aware of 
the production capacity of the plant, new technology and 
equipments used,  cost effective elements of using the scrap 
again by processing it, efficient time management, delivery 
channels, distribution and transportation channels, sales 
strategies, target settings, inventory stock maintenance, 
quality control checks, setting up of standards, efficient  
process, documentation, hygiene factors, worker’s utility, job 
description and analysis of workers, flexible time and core 
objective- achievement of plant.

It was a knowledgeable experience for the students and they 
look forward to more of such opportunities. n

Session on “Digital Marketing and 
Social Media”

M a n a g e m e n t

A c a d e m i c 	 E v e n t s
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T 
he	department	of	ECE	
organized an expert talk 
on	“How	to	Engineer	
your	Engineering	
degree?”, under Sir Issac 

Newton series of special lectures of 
engineering on 17th February, 2017.

The resource person for the session 
was Dr. Deepak Jain from Technical 
University of Denmark. Dr. Deepak 
Jain has received M.Tech degree from 
Indian Institute of Technology Kanpur, 
India in June, 2011. Dr. Deepak is 
author and co-author of more than 50 

publications in International Journals 
and Conferences including few invited 
papers with an H-index of 8. His PhD 
work was selected to be presented in 
“SET	for	Britain”	event	organized	in	
British Parliament. Dr Kumar Shubham 
felicitated Dr Deepak Jain on the 
occasion. 

Dr. Deepak Jain delivered an 
enlightening session. In the first phase, 
Dr Jain talked about the current 
innovations	in	the	field	of	Electronics	
and	Communication	Engineering	
and how to effectively engineer the 
engineering degree. 

Further, Dr Jain guided the students on 
how to pursue Masters from abroad. Dr 
Jain laid emphasis on fiber laser, laser 
manufacturing	a	core	subject	in	ECE.

The session was ended by vote of thanks 
by Mr Ankaj Gupta. n

T 
he	Department	of		Electrical	and	
Communications	Engineering	organized	an	
Industrial	visit	to	ERTL	Delhi	for	2nd		year	
students of Delhi Technical Campus, under 
the supervision of Dr. Jitender Pathak (HoD),  

Mr. Ankit Gambhir (Assistant Professor) and  Mr. Ravinder 
Kumar (Lab Staff) on 16th February, 2017.

Electronics	Regional	Test	Laboratory	(North),	ERTL(N)	was	
formerly	functioning	as	Test,	Evaluation	&	Calibration	Centre	
at the National Physical Laboratory, New Delhi before being 
shifted to its present location at Okhla Industrial Area in the 
year 1982. The laboratory is functioning under Government 
of India and is performing its activities, as an independent test 

laboratory in the field of testing, calibration, developmental 
assistance and training through technically trained manpower 
using accredited facilities. The laboratory strives to identify 
the customer’s needs and update the facilities accordingly. 
The laboratory shall ensure quality results to the customers by 
implementing checks, interlab comparisons and participation 
in proficiency testing.

Students were introduced to various test machines and test 
chambers. They also visited the safety department, where all 
types of test are done to ensure the safety of common people.

Overall, it was a learning experience for all students which 
would help in bridging the industry-academic gap. n

Expert Talk on “How to Engineer your 
Engineering Degree?”

Industrial	Visit	to	ERTL	Delhi

E n g i n e e r i n g

7
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E n g i n e e r i n g

Expert	Lecture	by	Dr.	R	K	Sharma

Workshop	on	‘Verilog’	in	association	with	C-DAC	Noida

Seminar	on	VLSI	Design	&	Internet	of	Things	(IOT)

Industrial	Visit	to	Angel	golf	Avenue	Construction	Site

I
n	a	series	of	expert	lecture,	Department	Of	Electronics	
and Communication has organized a lecture by Dr. 
R.K. Sharma of  Ambedkar Institute of Advanced 
Communication Technologies and Research, Govt. 
of NCT of Delhi, Geeta Colony, Delhi on 8th March, 

2017.  The lecture was attended by second year students of 
ECE,	EEE	along	with	the	HODs	and	few	faculty	members.

Dr. R. K. Sharma not only talked about technical aspects 
but also enlightened students about mental aspects of 
a good student. His topic of lecture was Operational 
trans-conductance amplifier (OTA), its construction and 
applications. Students found the lecture very interesting. The 
session ended with a vote of thanks by Dr. U.K.Choudhary, 
head	of	the	EEE	Department.	n

T
he	Department	of	Electronics	and	
Communication engineering organized a 
seminar on VLSI Design and Internet of 
Things (IOT) in collaboration with DKOP 
Labs on 24th March, 2017.

The seminar cum workshop had the following sessions:

Awareness and Motivation session 

 VLSI Design Demo

IOT Demo 

The session was ended with vote of thanks by Roshan Kumar 
of	ECE	4th	semester.	n

D
epartment	of	Electrical	and	Electronics	had	
arranged for an industrial visit dated on 22 
March	2017	for	the	students	of	EEE-2nd	&	
3rd year. The students were taken to Angel 
golf Avenue Construction Site accompanied 

by Mr. Shivam Gupta and Mr. Deepak Thakur. There they 
gained the basic idea of Power system Distribution net. Real 
time models of various machines and systems helped them 
to have a better understanding of their theoretical subjects. 
The entire session was quite enlightening and we are 
planning to arrange such visits in near future also. n

F
rom darkness lead me to light’- following this 
motto, Delhi Technical Campus ,Greater Noida 
organized one more successful Workshop on 
Verilog and VHDL on 7th  March, 2016. 

Ms. Isha Gupta along with Ms. Shashi conducted 
this special workshop with their indigenously developed FPGA 
board .This session was tailor made keeping in mind the need 
of	industry	and	benefit	of	Electronics	students.	The	workshop	
started with the introduction of Verilog and VHDL by Ms.Isha 
Gupta, wherein she discussed about the development made 
by C-DAC Noida, in this field and then continuing about the 

importance of these languages.

After a great and in-depth introduction by Ms. Gupta, the 
Benetton was taken care of by Ms.Shashi who talked about 
the implementation of the same. Students were given both 
theoretical and practical knowledge. Students implemented 
various programs on the FPGA boards provided By C-DAC 
Noida using both VHDL and Verilog. It was a full one day 
workshop with many beneficial and notable topics which 
are	of	great	importance	considering	the	need	of	Electronics	
industry. n
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T
he School of Architecture 
organized a Regional 
Faculty Programme 
on “Design and 
Research Methodology 

in Architecture in the Da Vinci 
Auditorium, Delhi Technical Campus, 
from February 20-24, 2017. Prof Jayshree 
Deshpande, Director, COA-TRC, 
was the coordinator of this event. The 
training program aimed to build up a 
picture of how architects in practice 
currently view a facet of their activities. 
The programme was a snapshot of 
research activity in practice, offering 
important insights into a sometimes 
under-appreciated and frequently 
misunderstood aspect of architectural 
practice. The act of designing in 
architecture is a complex process.

Renowned speakers discussed on, 
ways of thinking about architecture 
research, research methods in practice, 

different types of architecture research, 
understanding historical research 
methods, future in architectural research.

The event was commenced by Prof 
H.B Singh, discussing various aspects 
of research which would be beneficial 
to Indian society in long term.  He 
also showed some of the researches he 
has done.Prof Nisar Khan conducted 
various activities to explain the format of 
research papers and and how to give the 
references.

Prof Ashok Grover focused on 
the importance of research and 
documentation for practicing architects.  
.Prof Vibhor Mukul Singh and Prof 
Bipasha Kumar explained different types 
of architectural research and encouraged 
the faculty to promote research work as 
a part of teaching. 

The event was closed by a very dynamic 
lecture conducted by Prof Yatin Pandya 

and Prof Alok Ranjan who explained 
the timeless, humane and sustainable 
quality of architecture and it should 
eventually contribute to improve quality 
of life. n

A
presentation was conducted by Mr. Neeraj Yadav on 
6th March, 2017, from WOI (Wheels of Innovation, 
Pune);on	Architectural	Education	Tours	to	Europe	&	
Dubai.

The presentation was for 40 minutes, where in Mr. 
Neeraj elaborated through a PowerPoint presentation, about their 
esteemed organization and their endeavors.

The students were made aware of the previous educational tours 
conducted by WOI with students of various colleges. Details of tours 
were discussed, along with the logistical issues.

The students seemed interested and benefitted from the presentation. 
The faculty guide for this event was Ar. Christopher Paul. n

Regional Faculty Induction Programme on
“Design and Research methodology in 
Architecture”

Educational Tour (Europe & Dubai)   

A r c h i t e c t u r e
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B e y o n d 	 A c a d e m i c s

U
pholding the same 
scent in the air was the 
Annual Fest of Delhi 
Technical Campus- 
Vikiran 2017 which 

was organized on April 17th and 18th, 
2017. The Chief Guest of the cultural 
event was Dr. Rakesh Sharma, Secretary 
Education,	Himachal	Pradesh.	The	other	
dignitaries who graced the occasion 
were Chairman DTC, Mr.Vipin Sahni, 
Chairperson, Mrs. Kiran Sahni, Vice-

Chairman Mr.Aman Sahni, Director 
General, Honourable Mr. Justice 
Bhanwar Singh, Director DTC, Dr. U.K 
Chaudhary, Dean Academics Dr.Pranay 
Tanwar, Dean Administration, Prof. 
Jitendra Pathak.

The	Event	started	with	Saraswati	
Vandana to pay tribute to the Goddess 
of Knowledge at the beginning of 
grand event. In his speech, Dr. Rakesh 
Kumar emphasized the importance of 

such cultural fests and events for the 
grooming and over all development of 
students.

The college was gasping for breath 
amidst the air of sportsmanship, 
harmony, brotherhood, culture, talent, 
zest and technical dividend. 

This two day grand scale fest had 
events which reached to every sphere 
of interest- both technical and non-

Vikiran 2017
“Mediocrity knows nothing higher than 
itself; but talent instantly recognizes genius.” 
—Arthur Conan Doyle, The Valley of Fear                
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technical. In this highly competitive and contemporary 
world, this rendezvous facilitated the caterpillars to embrace 
metamorphosis to become beautiful butterflies in this 
otherwise black and white world.

This grand fest witnessed the following events panning through 

every available space in the college:

Poster design, debate, rangoli, photography, Robo-car race, 
junk yard, quiz, face painting, Sudoku, Programming, logo 
designing, singing, dancing, skit play, fashion show, yoga, 
LAN gaming, just a minute, poetry, band performance etc. n
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D
TC Heritage Club and SPIC MACAY Chapter organized 
a Qawaali by Nizami Brothers on March 23rd, 2017 in the 
Da Vinci Auditorium. The members of the Qawaali team 
were:
a) Ustadji Hasnain Nizami-Leading the team

b) Faiz Nizami-Member of the Chorus team
c) Azam Nizami-Member of the Chorus team
d) Arif Nizami-Member of the Chorus team
e) Raja Nizami-Member of the Chorus team
f) Chand Nizami- Playing the instrument Baiju
g) Uwej Nizami-Playing the instrument Tabla
h) Sartaz Nizami-Playing the instrument Dholak

Hasnain Nizami is a Qawwal in Dargah Hazrat Nizamuddin Aulia and 
also Darbari Qawwal in Amir Khusro. 

He started singing at the age of seven years. He has recorded a song in 
film Ahista Ahista. He is a world famous Qawwal and performed in Iran, 
Holland, Bangladesh, Myanmar, France and South America.

The event was organized by the students from the Heritage Club of DTC 
and SPIC MACAY Chapter from 01:40-04:00 pm. The programme 
was graced by the presence of Shri Vipin Sahni-the Chairman, Smt.
Kiran Sahni-the Chairperson, Dr.U.K.Choudhary-Director, Dr. Pranay 
Tanwar Dean(Academics), Dr.Ramani Swarna-the Convener for the SPIC 
MACAY, faculty members and students

Ustad Hasnain Nizami and his team performed the following Qawaali 
songs:
a) Kun Faya Kun
b) Allah Hu Allah Hu
c) Dama dum mast kalandar
d) Bhar do jholi meri

After their performance, the team graced the occasion with few Sher and 
Shayari. The artists and performers were felicitated with bouquets and 
gifts. In the end, refreshments were provided to the entire team. n

SPIC MACAY- Qawaali by Nizami Brothers
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A 
formal meeting was 
called by the Director 
General, Honorable 
Justice Bhanwar Singh 
Sir, on March 9, 2017 

for the celebrations of the festival Holi 
in the Seminar Hall. Ms.Vhuyashi Das 
presented the welcome speech and 
invited Director General sir to address 
the gathering present in the Hall. 
Emphasizing	the	importance	of	this	great	
Indian festival, Director General sir 
highlighted the following points:
a) Origin of the Holi Festival
b) The manner in which the festival is 

celebrated in Indian states like Uttar 
Pradesh, Assam, etc.

c) First-hand experience of Director General 
of the colorful celebrations of Holi at his 
visit to Mathura 

d) The importance of colors in Holi
e) How farmers celebrate the festival of Holi? 
f) Reasons for celebrating Holi in India-from 

the perspective of Mythology, Religion and 
Agriculture.

g) Presence of brotherhood and spirit of 
celebrations with happiness and gaiety in 
Holi from the historic times of our country

Apart from this, he read out few poems 
in one couplet to the entire group of 
faculty members present in the Seminar 

Hall. Later on, Dr.S.K.Gupta Sir took 
the initiative to apply the tilak to 
Director General Sir as mark of respect 
with the Holi colors. This was followed 
in the same manner by Dr.Ajay Pal 
Indolia who applied tilak to all the 
individuals and wished “Happy Holi” 
to all. Sweets and refreshments were 
distributed to each and every person 
present in the Seminar Hall.It was 
indeed the Colors of Diversity and Unity 
observed amongst all. n

Holi Celebration  

A 
Faculty Development program was 
organized on April 1st, 2017 at Delhi 
Technical Campus, Greater Noida. The 
title of the FDP was “SPIRITUALITY, 
MEDITATION	AND	YOGA”.	The	event	

was organized in the Seminar Hall from 11:00 am to 01:00 pm. 
It was the initiative by Dr. Deepak Bansal and the resource 
person for the event was Mr. Aman from Gayatri Pragya 
Vikas Kendra, Greater Noida. 

 Mr.Aman talked about the importance of spirituality to the 
entire gathering present in the seminar hall. He emphasized 
the following points during his talk:
1. Cycle of Atma/Soul
2. Balance of soul and body
3. Importance of yoga

4. Line of the Patanjali Yoga
5. Yoga, techniques of yoga and its results 
6. Ashtanga Yoga and the 8-fold steps
7.	 How	to	attain	ULTIMATE	HAPPINESS?
8. Step-wise process for Pranayaam
9.	 Practical	exposure	to	the	RELAXING	POSTURES
10. Few exercises for cleansing small and large intestines
11. Two leg and foot exercises 
12.	 Neck	Exercises
13. Food Habits
14. Meditation 

Dr.U.K.Choudhury, Director, Dr.Pranay Tanwar, Dean 
Academics and 39 members from both teaching and non-
teaching staff attended this yoga session. At the end of the 
program, there was an interactive session and the queries were 
addressed. n

Faculty Development Program on 
“Spirituality, Meditation & Yoga
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•	 Mr.	Deepak	Thapliyal,	final	year	
student	of	Civil	Engineering	
Department presented a research 
paper “Soil Reinforcement using 
vegetation for steep and mild 
slope” in a National Conference 
(SEPEMWPT	2017)	organized	by	
DRCM	college	of	Engineering	and	
Technology , Bahal (Haryana). 
He was awarded 1st  prize for best 
paper presentation.

•	 Seven	students	of	final	Year	Civil	
Engineering	department	have	
qualified	GATE	Examination	2017.	
They include Parbinder, Ankit 
Upadhyay, Akshay Srivastava, Vijay 
Kumar, Akash Singh Sahota, Manoj 
Kumar and Satender Saharan.

•	 Dr.	Kumar	Gautam,	Associate	
Professor,	Department	of	ECE	
published a research paper titled 
‘Realization of the Three-Qubit 
Quantum Controlled Gate 
Based on Matching Hermitian 
Generators’ in Quantum 
Information Processing (Springer) 
ISSN: 1570-0755 (Print) 1573-1332 
(Online).

•	 Ankit	Gambhir,	Assistant	
Professor,	Department	of	ECE	
has	participated	in	IEEE	National	
Seminar on “Recent Innovation 
and	Development	in	Electrical	
and	Electronics	Engineering”	on	
24th  March, 2017 at Galgotias 
University, Greater Noida.

•	 Dr.	Kumar	Gautam,	Associate	

Professor,	Department	of	ECE	
attended a National Seminar on 
‘MATLAB Data Analytic and 
Signal Processing’ at Maidens 
Hotel on 1st March, 2017.

•	 Vhuyashi	Das,	Assistant	Prof.,	
Department of Applied Sciences, 
published a paper entitled 
“Religious Violence and the 
Conspiracy of the Secular West”  
in International Conference of 
Advance Research and Innovation 
(ICARI-2017) held on January 29, 
2017.

•	 Bharti	Shokeen,	Assistant	
Prof., Department of Applied 
Sciences, published a paper 
entitled “Language Testing for 
Im(migration): In(validity) and 
Ir(relevance)” in International 
Conference of Advance Research 
and Innovation (ICARI-2017) held 
on January 29, 2017

•	 Megha	Gaur,	faculty	from	
MBA Department attended 
a Faculty Development 
Programme	on	“Entrepreneurship	
Development” during 13th to 
23rd December 2016, organized 
by	ITS	Engineering	College,	
Greater Noida  sponsored by 
National Science & Technology 
Entrepreneurship	Development	
Board	(NSTEDB)	and	Department	
of Science and Technology-Govt. 
of India under DST-NIMAT 
Project”.

•	 Bansal	Deepak	&	Gupta	Mohit,	
Demonetization: Creation of a 
‘less cash’ economy and its impact 
on GDP, National Conference on 
Paradigm shift in Indian economy: 
Demonetization, Delhi Technical 
Campus, Greater Noida, 12th 
April, 2017.

•	 Bansal	Deepak,	The	Trend	of	
Various Start-Ups to Domicile 
Overseas: An Overview of Current 
Scenario in Venture Capital 
Funding, International Conference 
on Technological and Managerial 
Strategies for Next Generation 
Transformation, MIMT, Greater 
Noida, India, 18th March, 2017, 
ISBN 978-93-86432-66-7, Published 
by Bloomsbury Publishing India 
Pvt. Ltd.

•	 Swarna	Ramni	&	Bansal	Deepak,	
New Opportunities-Innovative 
Jobs: An Introduction To Fresh 
Job Titles And Designations From 
The World Of Digital Marketing, 
International Conference on 
Technological and Managerial 
Strategies for Next Generation 
Transformation, MIMT, Greater 
Noida, India, 18th March, 2017, 
ISBN 978-93-86432-66-7

•	 Bansal	Deepak	attended	two	day	
FDP conducted by Uttarakhand 
Technical University, Dehradun 
on the subject “Changing role 
of teacher in a higher education 
institute”, on 4th & 5th Mar, 2017.n

Never Quit!
In the middle of the road I stand,

With no one to hold my hand

Away from my home,

Here I was standing alone...

Millions are here staring,

None of them is caring

I don’t know whom to ask,

Everyone	appears	wearing	a	mask.

I finally realized,

That life is an incline

Either	you	rise	or	you	decline

From hurdles I don’t wanna hide,

To face them is my real fight

Now I feel so proud,

I’m not scared of the crowd

Hurdles can never let me sit,

Because I will never quit.....!

C r e a t i v e 	 C o r n e r

“Words from the woman of the future, 
presently a little girl” 

                                                               
Veda Shokeen, Class—V n


